Puzzle title: The Corrupt Casino
Location: Starbucks on 4th Ave between El Camino and San Mateo Dr. Staffer should sit outside the
Starbucks, preferably along the sidewalk, but alternatively just inside the door to the hallway. Staffer
should be easily visible from teams on the sidewalk.
Setup
: Display welcome sign. Prepare to hand out packets.
Interaction
: This puzzle is long and should hit teams about noon. Suggest that now is a good time to
eat lunch.
This puzzle is on the long and involved side. After about half or twothirds of the teams come through,
feel free to walk amongst the teams and make yourself obviously available if anyone is not having fun.
For example, if you see a group of frowning faces, try the “how’s it going? I’m just making sure
everyone’s still having fun.” The checkin is enough to brighten some faces. Or, you might get someone
asking for help  please give it if you can!
If a team tells you ROLLOVER, they can get any two hexomino placements from the arrangement; ask
them which one they want, and then show it to them (see below).
If a team shows you the correct positioning of pieces (depicted below), give them the code word
“STEAMROLLER”. If they don’t know what to do with the code word, tell them to enter it into
Cluekeeper.

CK Hint/Partial Data [squares = minutes, hexes = points]:

Solution walkthrough
:
Hexominoes needed (on welcome sign):

There are eleven sheets with chunks of words and grids. Each grid is a set of items that can be created
from the chunks. The first square in each row has die pips drawn in; the number of pips equals the
length of the chunk for that square (and is sufficient to disambiguate the rows).

The reconstructed sets are: (in grid order, top to bottom):
Games:blackjack poker baccarat slotmachines roulette craps
Blackjack:insurance hitorstand split doubledown goingbust
People:cashier dealer highroller cocktailwaitress player
Craps rolls:nina feverfive snakeeyes easysix hardeight boxcars
hardfour acedeuce
Roulette bets:redorblack evenorodd topline doublestreet
Poker hands:highcard twopair fourofakind royalflush straightflush
threeofakind fullhouse onepair
Casinos:luxor treasureisland flamingo excalibur caesarspalace
themirage mgmgrand bellagio
Gambling cities:lasvegas reno macau montecarlo atlanticcity
Vegas shows:bluemangroup waynenewton pennandteller cirquedusoleil
davidcopperfield celinedion
Cards:spades hearts diamonds jokers clubs
Movies:fearandloathinginlasvegas ratrace oceanseleven casinoroyale
nowyouseeme thehangover

Note that the grids themselves are unordered.
Once the grids are filled, a hexomino must be laid on each grid so that the hexomino can be folded up
into a valid die (taking the length of the covered chunk as the number of pips on the die side). When
done correctly, the provided die can be rolled along the hexomino so that its 
top face
always matches the
length of the word chunk it covers. One grid  
Games
 has a blue highlight that shows the correct
positioning of its hexomino (but teams need to figure out why this is correct in order to apply it to the
other grids.)
Once the grids are filled and the hexominoes placed, the twelfth sheet comes into play. It contains a list
of hexomino icons and die sides. Solvers should copy the word chunk corresponding to that side of that
hexomino onto the twelfth sheet, when done the sheet will read:

TRA M PL ED FLA TOR TY P EO FI CE F RO MA BLE ND ERS EVEN L ETTE RS
Or with the correct word breaks inferred:

TRAMPLED FLAT OR TYPE OF ICE FROM A BLENDER SEVEN LETTERS
which should clue the answer 
CRUSHED
.

